
RECREATION COMPETITION 
INFORMATION 

WHAT'S IT ABOUT? 
Each year Hamilton City Gymsports offers at least one

Recreation Competition for our gymnastics, trampoline,

and tumbling athletes who are not currently in a

competitive progrmame, so they can get a taste of what

it's like to compete at a competition. 

This is a non compulsory fun event with a relaxed

environment so that athletes can enjoy the feeling of

competing, without feeling overwhelmed by the rules

and regulations of a standard competitive event. 

However, in structure, it is run like a normal competition

with judges, and medals and certificates are awarded to

those who achieve top placings in their apparatus and

overall. WHO CAN ATTEND? 
Any member of Hamilton City Gymsports who is not in a

competitive programme is welcome to attend. It does not

matter if the athlete has never competed before, or has just

started this term.  

We also invite other local Gymnastics NZ affiliated member

clubs to join us to make it a true competition style event.  

The session will take about 1 & 1/2 hours, and then prizegiving

is delivered about 30 minutes after the session has been

completed and can last about 15 minutes. So plan to be here

for up to 2 & 1/2 hours.  

Athletes are welcome to wear what they would wear to

trainining i.e tight fitting shorts/pants and a top or leotard.

Please no zips, domes or buttons. Sock for Trampoline/Double

Mini. No jewelry please unless it is tapped down.  

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE? 

HOW DO I ENTER? 

WHAT DO THEY WEAR? 

You will be emailed via our database system an invite to

enter the competition. 

Enable pictures in the email and click "Yes, I will be attending

this event" 

That's it! An invoice will automatically be sent to you. 



 ON THE DAY 

I'VE ENTERED, NOW WHAT? 
Once the close off date has happened, then we get very busy in the background forming groups and setting coaches

and judges!You will get an email from us with a timetable and further information for the day at least 1 week before the

event. This is often the Friday 9 days before the competition.  

Unfortunately we can't tell you when in the day your child(ren) will be competing earlier than this. The timetable depends

on the numbers we get, and for what levels and age brackets. It's quite a puzzle working out how many athletes we can

fit on the floor at a time in relation to how many coaches and judges are available.  

We promise to get the information out to you as soon as possible so you can plan your weekend! 

WHAT TO EXPECT 

Please arrive at Hamilton City Gymsports 30 minutes before

your child(ren)s session starts, dressed and ready. Parking

can be a problem, so you might need to walk for a bit to get

to the gym, so allow time for this. 

Please make your way onto the mezzanine floor to wait for

the session to start. 

When the session is ready to begin, the announcer will ask

all athletes in that session to come down onto the floor.

The gymnasts will do a big group warm up together and

stretch.

The gymnasts will then be placed into smaller groups and

given a coach who will take them around their apparatus.  

After the session has finished, the athletes will be returned

back into your care.  

Staying for the prize giving is optional, though it's highly

recommended to foster a supportive sporting culture to stay

and cheer on fellow team mates and other gymnasts.

Then you can go home! 

If you'd like more information on the Recreation Competition,

don't hesitate to contact the office or the respective

Programme Manager for more details. 

MORE INFORMATION? 

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING 
YOU THERE! 


